
FILM FESTIVAL COORDINATOR: Jon Mercurio Knight (aka The Merc or 
Mercurio the Wasteland Messenger)
SPONSORED BY: Wasteland Weekend
SPECIAL THANKS TO: Jared & River, whose boundless support has 
allowed me to put this program together each year.  
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7:35 - Golden Future  (Animated) (2:07)
7:37 - Desolate Future  (4:06)
7:41 - For Elena  (5:37)
7:47 - The Loner  (8:17)
7:55 - The Trap  (6:23)
8:02 - Behind the Curtain   (3:53)

 FEATURE 1
8:05 - Hellacious Acres  (1:48:37)

 Shorts Block 2
9:54 - Son of the Desert  (3:53)
9:58 - Who Plays Othello? (4:39)
10:03 - shadows of a Radio in the East (1:00)
10:04 - Felipe Grandon - Maltrecho  (3:48)

 FEATURE 2
10:08 - Land of the Little People (1:23:00)

 Shorts Block 3
11:31 - From Left to Right (6:22)
11:37 - Erika’s jewel (2:46)
11:40 - Break Me - Mono (4:04)

 FEATURE 3
11:45 - The Evil Within (1:38:15)

 Shorts Block 4
1:23 - Closer (7:38)
1:31 - God’s Gift (3:59)
1:35 - Radland (6:06)
1:41 - Red Ground (11:25)
1:52 - JackPot - Red Sun (3:48)
1:56 - Cup of Tea (3:17)

 ENDING TIME: 2:00 AM
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7:35 - Boozers Space Invasion (Animated) (3:56)
7:39 - And the Earth Will Be Lost to the Flames (4:47)
7:44 - Government is Watching (2:15)
7:46 - About a Wall (Animated) (2:00)
7:48 - Illegal Aliens (10:16)

 ZERO INNOCENCE
7:58 - Everything Is Allowed (17:31)
8:16 - One Day in July (Animated) (2:25)
8:18 - Land of the Little People (1:23:00)

 STRANGE TIMES 
9:41 - The Chase (1:58)
9:43 - The Onlookers (10:56)
9:54 - The Last Man On Earth (15:30)
10:09 - The Checkout Line  (10:00)
10:19 - Zero MM (7:57)
10:27 - The Wanderer (39:04)

 MONSTER HUMOR
11:06 - Bride Of Frankie (18:48)
11:25 - The Hopping Dead (2:59) 

 HORRORS OF HUMANITY
11:28 - Buffet (18:01)
11:46 - Sleazy Pete (11:31)
11:57 - Devil in the White City (4:31)
12:02 - Mr. Denton (9:02)
12:11 - Wood Man (Animated) (1:40) 
12:13 - Chateau Sauvignon - terroir (13:10)

12:26 - Curse of the Flesh (Animated) (16:53)
12:43 - Bystander (Animated) (3:20)
12:46 - MAKE WAR, not love  (4:24) 
12:51 - Ape  (10:41)
1:02 - Ladies Night (8:23)
1:10 - Throne of the Crow (4:09)

 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EDGE
1:14 - The Green Eye (1:23)
1:16 - Playback (3:41)
1:20 - More Light (Animated) (1:10)
1:21 - Limit (8:27)
1:29 - Shot (4:07)
1:33 - Portrait of the Inner Mind (1:51)
1:35 - Burn Out (5:41)
1:41 - Mirror (3:01)
1:44 - Patient Double (3:00)
1:47 - Joon Moon-TIGER (4:00)

 STOP MOTION WEIRD 
1:51 - The Celebration (1:35)
1:52 - Return of the Body Snatchers (9:57)
2:02 - Ethnophobia (Animated) (14:17)
2:16 - Triangles (2:00)
2:20 - What We Are - WEEEdroponics (4:07)

 ENDING TIME: 2:25 AM
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 HE’S EATING ME 
7:35 - Munchies (Animated) (2:20) 
7:37 - The Dark Hunger (15:03)
7:52 - Dead West (7:06)

 I AM SUIT
7:59 - Hellacious Acres (1:48:37)

 SPACE AND BEYOND
9:47 - The Velvet Abstract (Animated) (7:03)
9:54 - Spaceman (10:12)
10:04 - Journey (Animated) (7:46)
10:12 - Attractive Force (Animated) (8:00)
10:20 - Multiverse (Animated) (5:41) 
10:26 - Phare (13:21) 
10:39 - Intro to Boxhead Revolution (5:00) 
10:44 - Boxhead Revolution (1:19:37)
12:03 - Q & A to Boxhead Revolution (30:00) 

 VISIONS
12:33 - The 3rd Woman (1:54)
12:35 - Genesis (Animated) (10:49)
12:46 - Poems from Ramayana (4:59)
12:51 - Shezhire (17:37)
1:09 - I am Life (Animated) (1:29)

1:10 - New Year New (4:13)
1:14 - A Woman Who Has Gone Through Me (3:44)
1:18 - Vampire Love of Anna lee  (6:00)
1:24 - Lost (2:53)

 ANIMATED VISIONS
1:27 - Bloomsday (Animated)  (9:26)
1:36 - Porgandia (Animated) (15:09)
1:53 - The Ugly (Animated) (11:54)

 NOIR STRANGENESS
2:05 - Jesse Clegg - Breathing Feat Shekhinah (3:02)
2:08 - The Lightest Darkness (2:33)
2:10 - The Servant (Animated) (9:08)
2:19 - One Way Town (Animated) (22:03)
2:40 - Better Off Alone (4:46)

2:45 ENCORE BLOCK: 45 MIN
Did you miss a film? Here is a chance to catch 
them!  Audience votes on films to play 
(anything from the schedule except features
and special presentations)

 ENDING TIME: 3:30 AM
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 POST-APOC MADNESS
7:35 - Love Hate (4:33)
7:40 - Corporation Earth (19:16)
7:59 - The Last One  (15:10) 
8:14 - Drifter (1:55)
8:16 - PM 2.5 (6:40)
8:22 - MERV (13:46)
8:36 - Gardener (Animated) (3:42)
8:40 - Fallout: Revelation (46:26)

 SCI-FI DREAMS
9:26 - Dreams on Sale (9:23)
9:49 - Breaker (10:43)
10:00 - iRony  (7:57)

 INTERNAL DREAMS
10:08 - Ragamuffin - Fractal Visuals (6:31)
10:15 - The Evil Within  (1:38:15)

 DIVERSIONS
11:53 - Caught Inside (3:28)
11:57 - SHUEN (14:12)
12:11 - Arch (27:17)

12:38 - Why Does New Federative Alliance Need 
the Old Military Bot  (15:07)
12:53 - Destroy Madrid (9:26)
1:02 - Ninja Assassin (10:53) 
1:13 - Search, Destroy, a Strontium Dog (20:13)
1:33 - Asphyxia (44:33)
2:18 - Seran (9:55)
2:28 - Autonomous (11:01)
2:39 - Windward Spirits: Blood Ties (13:30)
2:52 - my Favorite Shade of Grey (4:43)  

2:56 ENCORE BLOCK: 34 MIN
Did you miss a film? Here is a chance to catch 
them!  Audience votes on films to play 
(anything from the schedule except features
and special presentations)

 ENDING TIME: 3:30 AM
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. FEATURES

Hellacious Acres  (1:48:37, Post-Apoc): A man 
wakes up encased in a special suit and having to learn how to use that 
suit in order to survive a post nuclear world full of desolate landscapes, 
wastelanders, and strange beings. Will he survive? Stop by the Wasteland 
Film Festival at Wasteland Weekend to find out!

Land of the Little People (1:23:00, Drama): In 
Israel, as the men are drafted off to war, four kids bond together over 
an abandoned military base beyond the edge of town. When two male 
deserters make the base their temporary refuge, they force the children 
away, but little did they expect the children would fight back to regain 
their stolen territory

The Evil Within (1:38:15, psych.horror): A sadistic 
tale of a lonely, mentally handicapped boy who befriends his reflection 
in an antique mirror. This demonic creature orders him to go on a 
murderous rampage to kill the people he loves most. Starring Frederick 
Koehler (Death Race, Lost), Sean Patrick Flanery (Boondock Saints), 
Brianna Brown (Starship Troopers), and Michael Berryman (Hills Have 
Eyes, Weird Science)

Boxhead Revolution (1:19:37, Atmospheric): In 
the not-so-distant future, a totalitarian government wields absolute power 
over a fearful -- but not completely unrebellious -- populace in director 
Mark Christensen’s 2002 low-budget feature Boxhead Revolution. A 
spark of the unknown leads to something marvelous, and a possible 
bright hope away from the tyranny. 

ANIMATED FILMS

About a Wall (2:00): Two children seek to play with each other, 
but the sudden emergance of a wall gets in the way. 

Attractive Force (8:00): A cosmonaut crash-lands on a 
planet inhabited by strange creatures.

Bloomsday (9:26): About a deep, life altering experience, a 
dream world with the changing routine and melancholic life of a man. He 
lived in a near trance like state for a long time until the wizardry from his 
dream world leaked into reality through music, allowing him a glorious 
escape. 

Boozers Space Invasion(3:56): Take a fun trip on the 
planet Earth! All drinks are included into the tour cost! 

Bystander (3:20): The society which does not accept diversities 
seeks its annihilation.

Curse of the Flesh (16:53): Invisible men aboard a pirate 
ship land on an exotic island, where they hope to find a stone that will 
free them from their invisibility. But this island is inhabited by a tribe of 
warrior women who worships the mysterious stone.
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. Ethnophobia (14:17): Survival, clash and symbiosis go side 
by side; all accompanied by bursts of joy and pain as a result of man’s 
internal need to find and exaggerate differences when similarities are 
obviously greater.

Gardener (3:42, Post-Apoc): A robot attempts do more 
than just survive in the wastelands.

Genesis (10:49): A surreal, fantasy short film with a critical point 
of view about the horrible situation in Syria. 

Golden Future  (2:07): In the near future, people have 
consumed all the energy and mineral resources of the Earth, humanity 
has been in poverty and starvation. In this dark world, a man called 
“Gold Alchemist” comes out to show them a better way, but is this way a 
gift or in reality a curse?

I am Life (1:29): It is an artistic creation that wants to express, that 
we are light and energy. That we have no language, that we all feel, we 
perceive. This videoart shows the sensitive side of existence through 
music and image. 

iRony  (7:57): A film that explores the relationship between man 
and technology...told from the perspective of a phone. This hand drawn 
animated film is based on the poem ‘Seven Billion’ written by the film 
director that won 2 National poetry awards

Journey (7:46): Alone in space, an astronaut drifts through the 
empty void. After finding another astronaut in the same predicament, she 
gives him a polaroid image of the Earth. They then team up to go on an 
epic journey across the universe to return to their planet. Will these star-
crossed lovers find home?

More Light(1:10):  A man in darkness decides to embrace the 
light and gets more than he bargained for. 

Multiverse (5:41): An astronaut wakes up lost in a universe amd 
trying to discover the secrets of his predictament.

Munchies (2:20): Zombie Lee has an outrageous hunger 
that won’t be silenced by food alone. With his growing need to feed 
increasing, misjudgment and disaster arise in the kitchen, until a simple 
solution is found. And his rumbling is quenched.  

Porgandia (15:09): About a man and a woman in separate 
worlds. Both of their lives circle around carrots. The man harvests the 
carrots and the woman cooks them. They want to get together but the 
man has to first collect 3 million carrots to leave his world. Their plan to 
get together gets crushed by an angry carrot eater, who threatens them all.

One Day in July (2:25): A child plays in the sand on a beach 
until the most unexpected arrival. 
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. One Way Town (22:03): A hard-boiled detective/noir dramedy 
about a kidnapping involving a mysterious, underground cult.

Servant, The (9:08): A bug became the servant and the servant 
became the master in this noir, stylized tale.  

Ugly, The (11:54): An ugly cat struggles to coexist in a 
fragmented and broken world, eventually finding a soulmate in a mystical 
chief. Inspired by the internet story ‘Ugly the Cat’.

Velvet Abstract, The (7:03): A Short Film About the 
Environmental Age from a Team Spanning Six Continents.

What We Are - WEEEdroponics (4:07): Planting the 
Seeds, growing the future. Technology pervades every aspect of our 
lives: the way we move... the way we work... the way we meet and 
communicate… how we make love and what we eat.

Wood Man (1:40): A man becomes a work of fine art.

MUSIC VIDEOS

A Woman Who Has Gone Through Me (3:44): 
People go through us in time and they keep going and going, all the time.

Behind the Curtain (3:53): Behind the Curtain is a metaphor 
about the physical and emocional confinement of our society. Behind that 
bars, our inner tríes to free and save us from ourselves.

Better Off Alone (4:46): Sometimes being alone is better 
than living with haunting memories.

Break Me - Mono (4:04): Former synthpop producer and 
songwriter, Mono is a 29 years old recording artist from Peru. “Break 
Me” is the first cut from his upcoming album “High Anxiety”, an urban 
pop and electronic production, that resembles the sounds of nowadays 
worldwide pop hits and a bit of 80’s nostalgia.

Caught Inside (3:28): For the band ‘This Place is Death.’ 

Closer (7:38): This is a tale where the borders between the worlds 
had vanished into one person.

Devil in the White City (4:31): An obsessed fan of serial 
killer H.H. Holmes aspires to recreate his legendary crimes. Song by The 
Existential Gentlemen
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. Erika’s jewel (2:46): One ordinary morning in an ordinary 
wood an ordinary girl got infatuated by a silent flirtation in an 
extraordinary world.

Felipe Grandon - Maltrecho  (3:48): “Maltrecho” 
takes us into a fresh and ludic journey through one of Santiago´s most 
iconic neighborhoods, the Villa Olimpica of Ñuñoa. An ode to the urban 
life music videos from the 90’s of bands such as the Beastie Boys, 
the charismatic performances in “Maltrecho” offers us a fresh look of 
Santiago’s neighborhood life and the inhabitation of common spaces.

God’s Gift (3:59): Music video for Christian Rap Duo Flood 
Society. Performance based video shot at Satsop Nuclear Power Plant in 
Washington. 

Government is Watching (2:15): We all know the 
government is watching us. We just didn’t know exactly what that meant.

JackPot - Red Sun (3:48): A guy in the car stops to give a 
ride to a girl with red hair.

Jesse Clegg - Breathing Feat Shekhinah (3:02): 
Music video for the song “Breathing” by Jesse Clegg ft Shekhinah. The 
concept for the video was built around the lighting structures that we 
created that were all automated to the song. The main sculpture was a 
giant Origami Bird inspired the Jesse’s album art.

Joon Moon-TIGER (4:00): A shark swims through the 
streets of Paris. An old lady tries to escape. Music video for the French/
American band Joon Moon.

Lightest Darkness, The (2:33): A Noir journey through 
mirrors and lights,  

Lost (2:53): LOST! is a Fashion Film commissioned by Premier 
Model Management. A collaboration with Paul Rowland in order to 
promote new faces of the agency. 

Love Hate (4:33): We all feel the emotions of love and hate. 
Modern Mimes’s Love Hate directed by Carla Forte is a performance 
music video with a deeper merit. The visuals take the viewer into 
the internal and cyclical battle of these emotions through an abstract 
approach and continual cleansing through the use of water. 

MAKE WAR, not love  (4:24): Wild and dangerous fantasies 
of violence and power ignite the young, aggressive wannabe Marine, who 
prepares himself in the garage of his parents for the third world war.
 
my Favorite Shade of Grey (4:43): Music video for the 
song “My Favorite Shade of Grey” by the band Only Flesh. Only Flesh 
is a Punk/Rock band who also specializes in sideshow, performance art, 
suspension, and body modification.
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. New Year New (4:13): First delivery of a series of works under 
one concept. Different artistic movements happening simultaneously. 

Poems from Ramayana (4:59): A horse rider returns home 
after years of exile. His intuition proved right. A new era begins.

Ragamuffin - Fractal Visuals (6:31): There are three 
kinds of love that we will all experience in some form throughout 
our lives; self-actualization and the pursuit of passion, romantic love, 
and family love. Each of these has their inherent struggles, but as part 
of human nature we still seek it out regardless of the challenges and 
hardships we may face.

shadows of a Radio in the East (1:00): ‘Shadows of 
a Radio in the East’, recorded with a mobile phone, is presented as an 
audiovisual experimentation in the context of a Berlin still overshadowed 
by a dense and uncertain past.

Throne of the Crow (4:09): Music Video for the song 
“Throne of the Crow” by Cognition. A self-centered, cold-hearted woman 
attends a surreal high class party and realizes in her seemingly last 
moments that the denizens of her own mind are what are destroying her.

Vampire Love of Anna lee  (6:00): A horsewoman has a 
weird dream. The next morning a stranger in white steals a horse from her 
stable.

THE SHORTS

3rd Woman, The (1:54): If you look at yourself too much, you 
lose yourself.

And the Earth Will Be Lost to the Flames 
(4:47): The end is nigh. But until then, there’s work to do.

Ape  (10:41): In an England adjacent to our own reality, Travis 
Bates, an obsessive, impotent, angry young man, is seduced from 
isolation by an online movement of chauvinism and primal patriarchy.

Arch (27:17, Post-Apoc): About an adventure between a 
young girl and the faceless desert warrior that she befriends. M1K3, a 
fierce some being  brought to life from the sand upon the interaction 
with Lilly. Together the two of them travel the wasteland, and after a 
short while, M1K3 discovers that Lilly has fatal radiation poisoning, a 
staple of the nuclear desert. They decide to journey to “the safe place” in 
order to find a cure for Lilly, but to reach it they have to venture through 
Babylon, the wicked fortress of the wastes, and face the demons within.

Asphyxia (44:33, Post-Apoc): In the next future, Emily, 
Michael and Connor are forced to flee and take refuge in a mausoleum 
in ruins. They are led by a soldier, Ivan.The refugees are preparing to set 
off to find their family members.
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. Autonomous (11:01, SCI-FI): When a mistrustful rogue, who 
earns a living by sending “obsolete” humanoid robots to the scrap heap, 
has a change of heart and decides it’s time to call it quits, he stumbles 
upon a conspiracy that will reveal his life’s darkest secret.

Breaker (10:43, SCI-FI): In tomorrow’s Tokyo, the 
technologically-enhanced body of a young mercenary hacker is overrun 
by a sentient data weapon. Wanted, the parasitic A.I becomes her only 
ally as she is chased across the city by those seeking to salvage it.

Bride Of Frankie (18:48, HUMOR): In this darkly 
comedic feminist nod to Mary Shelley’s FRANKENSTEIN, a not-so-mad 
scientist builds a mate for her mentor’s lonely creation with electrifying, 
and deadly, results.

Buffet (18:01, HUMOR): Parodic representation of a refined 
vernissage of the upper class people, that turns into a grotesque and 
hilarious assault on the Buffet.

Burn Out (5:41): Samuel is a lonely man with frustrated dreams. 
Spending his days working in a call center without any motivation, 
one day he collapses and wakes up in his mind, trying to escape the 
oppression of a life without sense. 

Celebration, The (1:35): The Life, The Freedom, The 
Soul, The Nature. This is an experiment based on Alchemy Theory and 
freedom of soul.

Chase, The (1:58): Rush hour is about to take on a new meaning. 
Two cars race on the streets and freeways of Los Angeles, side by side, 
unleashed. A pure chase of muscle and speed. No CG. No rules. No stops. 
Just high-speed action like no other.

Chateau Sauvignon - terroir (13:10, HORROR): 
‘Chateau Sauvignon: terroir’ follows the isolated adolescent son of 
a storied vintner family who finds himself torn between obeying his 
father’s callous restrictions and preventing his ailing mother from 
deteriorating further. When a doting woman and her indifferent son arrive 
seeking a tasting and tour of the winery, Nicolas sees an opportunity to 
help care for his mother, as well as prove his worth to his choleric father.

Checkout Line, The  (10:00): In a dystopian American 
future, two young adults decide to end their hopeless existence at a center 
for government-sanctioned suicide, commonly known as The Checkout 
Line. But once they meet, fate may have other plans.

Corporation Earth (19:16, Post-Apoc): A young 
special agent finds himself involved in an accident during a mission. He 
will end up in a dystopian future where a group of brave rebels fight to 
liberate the Earth from the corporation to which it is now a slave.

Cup of Tea (3:17): A young photographer stands at the edge of a 
lake as she takes pictures. Taking a moment to observe her surroundings, 
a new visitor pops in, takes something, and she gives chase. 
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. Dark Hunger, The (15:03, HORROR): They took away 
his memory and his life, but gave him something worse in death. Now he 
must embrace the monster he’s become to regain his humanity.

Dead West (7:06, HORROR): The Sherrif of a small Western 
town witnesses a sickness quickly overtaking the locals. Along with his 
trusty Deputy Carl and plucky sidekick Annie they try to save the town. 
Shot as a true single take in First Person View.

Desolate Future  (4:06, Post-Apoc): A small group 
searches for food in a ruined earth.

Destroy Madrid (9:26, Post-Apoc): Madrid, 2030. In a 
world ravaged by the fight between goverments and citizens, one member 
of the resistance has got a mysterious device that can finally end the war. 
Will he escape from the drones that guard the city?

Dreams on Sale (9:23, SCI-FI): In a world where people are 
able to record, buy and sell dreams, many are starting to lose the ability 
of dreaming. Dreams have become a new form of art and a commodity 
for the rich class.

Drifter (1:55, Post-Apoc): Jacob Fullson, a scavenger 
and sometimes gun-for-hire, shambles through the Salt Wastes, the sun 
unrelenting, punishing him with its fiery glow. Jacob’s usual route has 
been waylaid by a local Amp Cult. Forced to go off-route, Jacob is riding 
a dangerous edge, and a mad thirst is beginning to rear its ugly head.

Green Eye, The (1:23): The glowing green eye sees all and 
knows all.

Everything Is Allowed (17:31): When 11 year-old Leo 
and his 8 year-old sister Eloïze come back from school, they sit in front 
of a TV game show. The goal is to inflict fake punishments on candidates 
when they’re wrong. A game “not to reproduce at home.” But Leo, 
educated by TV and TV games, reproduces in his own way what he sees 
on television. The candidate: his sister. A game which gets out of control. 

Fallout: Revelation (46:26, Post-Apoc): A 
mysterious object found in the wasteland brings havoc to young Aldous 
Mercury and the peaceful dwellers of Vault 15.

For Elena  (5:37, Post-Apoc): Sometimes we cannot 
overcome, especially in a cruel, post apocalyptic world.

From Left to Right (6:22): In the modern society, following 
social rules do not always guarantee the safety of citizens and we ‘ve got 
to be more careful ourselves.

Hopping Dead, The (2:59, HUMOR): Two thieves break 
into a Chinese business only to stumble upon the terror that is the 
Chinese jiang shi, a corpse reanimated as a vampire by Chinese black 
magic that, because of rigor mortis, chases after its victims by hopping.
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. Illegal Aliens (10:16, SCI-FI, SATIRE): Due to the 
recent arrival of undocumented immigrants, the city of Simpletown holds 
a special session city council meeting to determine if the town should 
officially ban the newcomers.

Ladies Night (8:23, HORROR): Three best friends get 
together for a night of wine and to share their deepest darkest secrets. 
When Abbi shares her secret, the three friends are thrust into a crazy 
adventure that leads them face to face with a possible serial killer. 

Last Man On Earth, The (15:30, SCI-FI): A cancer 
researcher finds herself in over her head after following her mentor to a 
corporate biotech.

Last One, The  (15:10, Post-Apoc): Suddenly, every 
living thing on the planet disappeared. No warning. No apparent reason. 
Every human and animal, gone. Except Matthew.

Limit (8:27): A mentally challenged young man attempts to draw 
people to his home to find his hidden truth. . 

Loner, The  (8:17, Post-Apoc): In search of her daughter 
after society collapsed..

MERV (13:46, Post-Apoc): After the end of the world, Merv’s 
life in the lonely wastes is comfortably boring until an unexpected signal 
heralds the coming of a stranger

Mirror (3:01): Micro short film directed by Portuguese multi-
award winning Sara Eustáquio, 16 (a new CalArtian for Fall 2017), 
starring Canadian award winning young actress Jaimie Marchuk, 14. 
‘Mirror’ is the final project of an intensive 3-Week HD filmmaking 
program at New York Film Academy, in NYC. The film was shot on 
location in Manhattan. 

Mr. Denton (9:02, HORROR): On a cold winter night, 
Laura reads his brother David the story of a strange creature that attacks 
children. Suddenly, a shiver runs Laura’s body, feeling a strange presence 
in the house. It’s him.

Ninja Assassin (10:53, Post-Apoc): In the desolate 
Australian Outback, a retired Assassin’s past comes back to haunt him. 
And kick his arse!
 
Onlookers, The (10:56, SCI-FI): In our world time has 
become fragmented and time holes are appearing anywhere and at any 
time, revealing either the past or the future in that very location. When 
George and his apprentice stumble across a timehole revealing their 
inevitable fate they must now decide what to do with the life changing 
information.
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. Patient Double (3:00): A mysterious patient wanders through 
strange, empty and filled rooms.  

Phare (13:21, SCI-FI): Tracking down the mysterious Omega 
Signal, Irene McClintock and Barbara Meitner are marooned on Salus 
263. With an Oxygen supply of 72 hours in their hands and no way home, 
will they find a way out before the clock stops?

Playback (3:41): A three-minute film shot in one take, which 
makes the suspense it conjures up all the more impressive. A man turns 
on his TV but can only find static, when suddenly the static cuts out to 
show security camera footage of a masked killer chasing a scantily-clad 
woman and brutally gutting her in an apartment hallway.

PM 2.5 (6:40, Post-Apoc): A day in the life of a man living in 
a post apoc city facing a choice who lives in a deadly polluted city: him 
or hope for the future.

Portrait of the Inner Mind (1:51): On average we have 
three to five dreams a night. Most are quickly forgotten. But sometimes 
the dream is different… deeper. It purifies you and soon you’re hungry 
for more.

Radland (6:06, Post-Apoc): A scavenger of the Radland 
finds a powerful elixir that manages to grab the attention of a feral 
mutant.

Red Ground (11:25)

Return of the Body Snatchers (9:57): This self-
narrated short begins quite innocently until the ideology of the cult of 
the body takes a monstrous shape, making metallic noises under the bed. 
Using stop motion and other visual tricks, this humorous horror film 
explores the fear of being dominated by materialism.

Search, Destroy, a Strontium Dog (20:13): In the 
far future strontium-90 fallout has created a race of mutants, outcasts 
from society, despised by the ‘norms’ and given only the dirtiest job 
- bounty hunting.Johnny Alpha is one such mutant, working for the 
Search/Destroy (Strontium Dog) Agency, hunting down criminals for 
the Galactic Crime Commission, aided by his trusty Viking sidekick, 
Wulf Sternhammer.Search/Destroy follows Johnny and Wulf as they 
investigate a spate of Strontium Dog disappearances.

Seran (9:55): Beings from another planet journey to a dying earth 
to find a remaining earthling who can salvage their world.
 
Shezhire (17:37): A girl warrior rescues the child from the 
enemy camp. She overcomes death and returns the child to his mother, 
accomplishes the feat in the name of her family clan. 

Shot (4:07): A man is shot and tries to find his way in a dizzying 
circle of stairs.  
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. SHUEN (14:12, Post-Apoc): In the ruins of a destroyed 
Tokyo, a girl and her brother fight for survival.

Sleazy Pete (11:31): A proto-apocalyptic tale where crime, 
sleaze and violence are king. We spend a night with Sleazy Pete, and his 
new sidekick.

Son of the Desert  (3:53): The human relationship between 
a father and his son as he makes him understand the principles of life.
 
Spaceman (10:12): With the world facing certain annihilation, 
Myles believes he may have found a way to save his family.

Trap, The  (6:23): A post apocalyptic dystopian short film about 
a man who lost his wife at the beginning of the apocalypse. He is now 
trying to survive and in search of food in an abandoned house.

Triangles (2:00): The symbolic vision for the contemporary artist 
/ poet private understanding of cultural backgrounds, a performance-
stuffing the product to the outside world, the search for new ideas. The 
film features a poem by Dmitry Erokhin.

Wanderer, The (39:04, Post-Apoc): Efforts of survival 
and inner struggles of a Wandering girl in a post apocalyptic deserted 
world.

Who Plays Othello? (4:39): A crew of italian black boys is 
studying Shakespeare’s Othello to put it on stage, but when it comes the 
time to assign the main part…

Why Does New Federative Alliance Need the 
Old Military Bot  (15:07, Post-Apoc): Life on Earth 
was almost destroyed by the global planetary catastrophe. Two men 
wander through the scorched desert that was once a flourishing planet. 
One of them is in the handcuffs, the other’s hands are clenching the gun. 
Their mission is to find the old military bot of the Collapse times, which 
is crucially important for the survival of the last Bastion of humanity.

Windward Spirits: Blood Ties (13:30): An old friend 
of the Hartwill family travels half a world away to seek the last man who 
can restore the family name.

Zero MM (7:57): Several homeless children struggle through their 
lives and come across a working video camera that they decide to use to 
tell their story. 


